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Skulls Collection for 2022 
NOTE:  
TEXTURES ONLY. These textures are full permission. They are packaged in four collections. 
Five skulls from the artwork Union Suns and Moons, and tattoo skull masks make up the sets for 
the pages. Skulls are red male, green female, white non-gender, red comedy skull mask, and 
blue tragedy skull mask. 
 
Skull Color Mod Collection 2022: SKU: FPtskulls-clrmod-2022.tc 

Five skulls are colored with different hues for a total of 57 textures. 
Demo SKU: Dtskulls-clrmod-2022.tc. 

 
Skull Collection Comedy and Tragedy-01v1: SKU: FPtskulls-cnt-Sls-01v1.tc 

Five skulls with duplicate individual textures sets of mixed pairs and trios, some with 
Slogan “Comedy & Tragedy  Then You Die),  Total of 37 textures.  
Demo SKU: Dtskulls-cnt-Sls-01v1.tc. 
 

Skull Patterns Collection 2022: SKU: FPtskulls-ptrn-2022.v2.tc 
Five skulls in various repeating arrangements and on different color backgrounds and 
some with chain-link overlays.  
Demo SKU: Dtskulls-ptrn-2022.v2.tc. 

 
Skull Patterns Collection-V3: SKU: FPtskulls-cnt-ptrn.v3.tc 

Five skulls in various repeating arrangements and on different honeycomb and shinny 
fractal blended backgrounds.  
Demo SKU: Dtskulls-cnt-ptrn.v3.tc 

 
You Can view these textures at AJ’s Texture Gallery (AJTG,)  
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Akhsharumova/199/13/85  
 
PACKAGED COPY ONLY TEXTURES 
Some packages can be purchase as Copy Only Textures from the SL Marketplace or Casper 
Vendors in-world.  These are for personal use, either by drag and drop to an object or using the 
texture’s UUID from your inventory or a server (Casper or other).  They are cheap that way.   
 
PACKAGED & INDIVIDUAL FULL PERMISSION TEXTURES 
Full permission textures are prepackaged collections for each design.  You can purchase these 
individually as full permission textures from the Texture Vendors in-world at AJTG. In-world 
vendors will have discounts available. 
 
FEATURES 

• Textures in PNG format at maximum Size. 

• Download HUD for Zip File. 

• Available in Full Permissions or Copy Only. 

TOS 
My general TOS comes with this product.  A complete listing of my TOS in PDF can be found at 
http://sl.thunderchild.net/doc/TCGWS-TOS.pdf.  Refer to the Second Life Terms of Service 
https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-conditions.  

UNPACKING CASPERVEND 
New version of Items come in a crate with a label on one side. The label changes on touch and has the product label, a blank, and 
any information that applies. The crate is Copy Only, even with FP textures. 
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CasperVend items will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez the box and open it to copy to your inventory. The 
same type of box is also delivered by SL Marketplace, and it will go to your Received Items Folder in your Inventory. FP texture 
come with a HUD for Zip File download of all textures. 

AVAILABILITY & ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The homepage is https://thunderchild.net. Special arrangements and designs are available by contacting me, the artist in-World 
(Thunderchild Allen aka AJ Leibengeist). 

 

Much of the artwork and textures that are available in Second Life are also available or similar products and textiles in Real Life.  
Grab the product "Business & Artist Information" from the SL MP or CasperVend in-World for more information. 

 

These textures are available in real life on textiles, clothing, and goods. You can grab an RLSL HUD for various products available 
from on-line stores. 

https://thunderchild.net/
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